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A robust and efficient binary image shape skeleton computation procedure in 2D, including

a pruning procedure, is presented. The procedure is as follows: first the shape contour is

subsampled along its arclength, then the Voronoi skeleton is computed from the resulting

reduced contour set of points, and finally, a novel two stage pruning procedure is applied to

obtain  a simplified  skeleton.  Besides  the information  reduction,  this  pruning  makes the

skeleton more robust to noise. Pruning can be done in  real  time thanks to some useful

properties  ofVoronoi  skeletons.  Here  we prove that  if  the  two end  points  of  a  Voronoi

segment  are  inside  the  shape,  then  the  entire  segment  is  contained  in  the  shape.  A

prototype  implementation  performs  in  real-time  (60  fps)  on  an  off-the-shelf  computer.

Testing  it  on  an  in-house but  publicly available image database shows the stability and

robustness of the approach.

 

Introduction:  Skeletons  [1,2]  summarize all  the local  and  global  relevant  information  of

shapes for  their  representation  and  recognition,  and  other  purposes.  One of  the major

drawbacks of using skeletons for shape recognition is that they are unstable in the sense

that small  variations on the shape boundary curves may produce severe changes on the

skeleton topology. This sensitivity to shape contour noise has been dealt with by pruning

the spurious skeleton branches after its computation. The work in [3] introduces a robust

and  efficient  skeleton  pruning  procedure,  which  can  be  applied  to  the  result  of  any

skeletonization (i.e. skeleton computation) algorithm.  The steps in [3] are: (1) The shape

contour is simplified using a Discrete Curve Evolution (DCE) [4] procedure, which iteratively

removes the shape boundary point with less contribution to the global shape and replaces

the two segments connected to it by only one connecting the two remaining points, until a

stop criteria is met, (2) skeleton points whose generative points do not belong to different

edges  of  the convex polygon  determined  by  the contour  point  subset  of  the DCE are

discarded.  Disadvantages of the approach in [3] are that not all skeletonization algorithms

provide  the  generative  points,  or  at  least  efficiently,  and  that  not  all  skeletonization
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algorithms produce complete and connected skeletons.

The algorithm presented in this letter improves over the one presented in [3] both in stability

and real  time performance. It  performs a DCE based pruning procedure, but its starting

point  is  a Voronoi skeleton  [5]  whose Voronoi segments are completely included  in  the

shape. The algorithm is very fast because, (a) the Voronoi skeleton can be computed in

 or even in  [6], (b) only the end points of the Voronoi segments need to be

tested in order to determine if  the segment belongs to the initial  skeleton, (c) generative

points are provided without additional computational cost, and (d) generative points are the

same for all the points in Voronoi segments.

 

 

Skeletonization and pruning algorithm:  First  we consider  the shape contour  denoted  ,

which  can  be constituted  by  one or  several  connected  components  of  one-pixel  width

curves.  It  is  formally  defined  as  .  (An

image is a function , a shape is a collection of pixel sites  identified through

some segmentation procedure). The Voronoi Tesselation  is given by a decomposition of

the image domain  into convex regions around the Voronoi sites  called Voronoi

polygons . Each Voronoi polygon is bounded by several

Voronoi  segments  and  vertices.  Each  Voronoi  segment 

 is the locus of the intersection of two and only

two different Voronoi polygons and is, therefore, determined only by two Voronoi sites. Each

Voronoi vertex is the intersection  of  three or more Voronoi polygons.  The set  of  Voronoi

vertices is defined as . According to the original Voronoi skeleton

 definition [5], the skeleton of a shape , is formed by the pixel sites of Voronoi segments

falling inside the shape  of the Voronoi Tesselation created using the  contour points as

Voronoi sites ( ), that is .

Our algorithm is as follows:

The contour curves are down-sampled uniformly along their arclengths to obtain the

set of Voronoi sites .

1.

We compute the Voronoi segments  of the Voronoi Tessellation induced2.
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by .

We  consider  as  the  initial  Voronoi  Skeleton  the  set  of  Voronoi  segments  fully

contained inside the shape , formally: .

3.

As a second pruning step, we apply the DCE pruning procedure [3]  based on the

original contour  to further reduce the skeleton.

4.

The contour down-sampling reduces both the effect of minor noise on the shape boundary,

and  the Voronoi Skeleton  computational  cost.  Checking  the first  pruning  condition  of  a

segment is extremely fast,  because it  involves checking only if  two points belong to the

shape for each Voronoi segment.  We prove in  Theorem 1 that if  the end points (i.e.  its

Voronoi vertices) of a Voronoi segment fall  inside the shape, the whole segment must be

contained  inside the shape,  when  .  This  result  holds also when  the contour  is

subsampled  to obtain  the initial  Voronoi sites,  if  the shape is  convex or  if  the width  of

concave parts  of  the contour  follows some conditions related  to the subsampling  ratio.

These conditions will  be studied in detail  elsewhere due to present space limitations. We

have found that Theorem 1 holds most of the times for practical purposes. The importance

of Theorem 1 lies in the great speedup obtained because the rejection of a whole segment

can be done testing only its extreme points.  We present this theorem in  the continuous

case  for  simplicity.  To  state  and  prove  it  for  discrete  domains  requires  some  further

elaboration.

Theorem 1: Let  be the end points of a Voronoi segment . If both 

 belong to the shape , then the whole is included in , when the Voronoi site set is

equal to the whole shape contour . Formally: .

Proof:

Let us start assuming that there is a point in a Voronoi segment whose endpoints fall inside

the  shape:  .  The proof  consists  in  showing  that   cannot  be a  Voronoi

segment.  That  is,  in  such  a  case there  must  be  a  contour  point  lying  in  the  Voronoi

segment, formally:

 

The fact that there are at least one point inside the shape and another outside it  in  the

same segment  allows to select  so that the contour condition holds for some  in
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this segment. Then, as , it follows that  is also a Voronoi site different from the two

that determine the Voronoi segment , that is: . This is in contradiction with

the definition of Voronoi segment, because we have a third site whose distance to some

point  in  the segment is smaller than the distance to the segment generating  segments:

.  Thus the theorem holds.  ..

An additional  speedup is obtained because the DCE pruning  criterion  needs only to be

evaluated  once for each  Voronoi segment   in  the initial  skeleton,  since the generative

points are the same for the whole segment,  that  is  the pair  of  Voronoi sites  that

determine .

A potential  drawback of our algorithm is that skeleton branches do not end in a contour

point,  because they are shortened  by the first  pruning  phase.  But  meaningful  skeleton

branches are not removed and the shortening is limited, as it can be seen in Fig. 1 and

Fig.2.

 

Results: A C++ prototype implementation has been built to prove the real-time performance

of this procedure, based on DirectShow and OpenCV libraries.

The prototype is able to compute skeletons at more than 60 frames per second, including

all the preprocessing required, on a pc with an Intel Pentium IV (3 GHz.) processor and a

320x240  video  resolution.  For  qualitative  comparison  we  have  applied  the  Matlab

implementation of [3] made available at [7]. The skeletons obtained using both approaches

are quite similar, as it can be appreciated in Fig. 1 on a well-known benchmark image, but it

can  be  noticed  that  (1)  our  skeleton  does  not  touch  the  shape  contour,  (2)  our

implementation  produces a simpler skeleton.  We have also checked  the stability  of  our

approach on an in-house image database of hand gestures for tabletop interaction made

publicly  available  in  [8].  The  test  database  contains  binary  image sequences  of  hand

gestures  corresponding  to  three  different  dynamic  gestures.  The  computation  of  the

skeletons by both procedures shows that our algorithm is more stable in  the sense that

small  variations of  the shape contour  introduce less variations of  the skeleton  than  the

algorithm proposed in [3]. This can be appreciated in figure 2, where the middle skeletons

correspond to [3] and the right ones to our approach. Note the differences in variations in

the upper branches of the skeletons.
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Conclusion: We propose a robust and efficient skeletonization procedure produced by an

innovative pruning of the Voronoi skeleton which can be implemented in real time and

shows an improved stability and robustness. Stability is critical for the use of skeletons to

obtain features for pattern recognition and shape matching, because it reduces undesired

variability in the extracted features, therefore we expect our algorithm to be useful in real

time pattern recognition applications.
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Figure captions:
Fig.  1  Left:  skeleton  computed  using  the Matlab  implementation  in  [7].  Right:  Voronoi
based approach presented in this letter. The binary image is taken from [3].
 
Fig. 2 Left column: Hand gesture binary image sequence from [8]. Middle Column:
Skeletons obtained using the implementation of algorithm  [3] provided in [7]. Right column:
Skeletons obtained using the approach in this letter.
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Figure 1

 
 
Figure 2
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